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       WGFL-TV       
   First Quarter 2014 Quarterly Issues Report    
      Covering January 1, 2014 through March 31, 2014 

 

Through informal ascertainment by written and oral communication with 
community members, it was determined that among the concerns of the 
Gainesville community at-large were the following issues: 

 

    Consumer Information 

    Healthcare and Medical News 

    Government 

    Education 

    Crime 

    Business 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    WGFL-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES 

 

Issues:   Consumer Information 

Program:   Alachua County Talks 

Type of Program:  Public Affairs half hour weekly 

Airdate:   Fridays and Sundays, First Quarter 2014   
    January 1 through March 31, 2014 

Airtime:   Fridays, 4:30am and Sundays 1:30am 

Duration:   30 Minutes 

Description:   This weekly program is a locally produced discussion 
    program concerning various issues in the community  
    and county.  It features people from our community                         
    who are involved in bettering our lives and those who  
    live here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    WGFL-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES 

 

 Issues:  Local Crime 

 Program:  Police Beat 

Type of Program:  Locally produced half hour with Police Dept. 

Airdate:  Fridays and Saturdays, First Quarter 2014   
    January 1 through March 31, 2014 

 

Airtime:  Fridays, 4am and Saturdays 6pm 

Duration:  30 Mintues 

Description:  In cooperation with the Gainesville Police Dept., we  
  air this locally produced show featuring current day-to- 
  day problems that face this local law enforcement  
  agency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   WGFL-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES 

 

Issues:  Community Public Affairs 

Program:  Ilene Silverman Show 

Type of Program: Public Affairs 

Airdate:  Tuesdays, Fridays & Saturdays, First Quarter 2014 
    January 1 through March 31, 2014 

Airtime:  Tuesdays 6am, Fridays 2:30am, Saturdays 6:30am 

Druation:  30 Minutes 

Description:  Ilene Silverman is a locally produced public affairs  
  program which covers a wide array of community  
  issues, including education, crime, health, community 
  events, etc.  See attachment for specific 1st quarter  
  shows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   WGFL-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES 

 

Issues:  Crime/Healthcare and Medical News/Consumer  
  Information/Education/Business/Government 

Program:  GTN News on CBS4 

Type of Program: Daily Half Hour News Program 

Airdate:  Monday-Friday, First Quarter 2014    
  January 1 through March 31, 2014 

Air Time:  5:30pm, 6pm, 11pm 

Duration:  30 Minutes 

Description:  See attached for details on specific issues covered  
  throughout the quarter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   WGFL-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES 
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        2014 

 

 

CONSUMER INFORMATION       
 1/3/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM       
 Florida’s Big Freeze 

While the Northeastern U.S. gets hit with this year's first winter storm -- Florida also faces near 
freezing temperatures.  

GTN's Briana Harper tells us how to protect our crops and plants in this cold weather.  

Chilling temperatures can turn this flowering plant into frozen greenery.  

But not if Florida planters are prepared to combat the cold.  
UF Horticulturist Wendy Wilbur says "When we go below that freezing mark, our tender plants are 
going to be harmed by that so if you have any tropical plants you want to move those inside or if you 
have tender plants outside you can cover them." 

The best covering tool-- frost cloth.  

By sheltering the entire plant from the ground up-- this helps prevent frost from biting back.  
"What we normally see as far as damage goes is going to be burnt leaves for our tender plants you 
might even lose the whole top of the plant entirely." 

But there is good news for Florida's popular citrus plants-- they won't need protection unless 
temperatures reach a low of at least 20 degrees.  

And at Garden Gate Nursery-- there are even plants available that are ideal for the chill.  
Nursery salesman Jeremy Cary says, "Some people will be looking for cold hearty plants more plants 
that can withstand the cold without the need for protection." 

Plants like camellias and different kinds of shrubs.  
But whatever your plant preference-- during the cold keep this tip in mind.  

"So if you have an opportunity get out there and water those plants because we know that a well 
hydrated plant goes through the freeze so much better than a dried out plant." 

Top-notch planting advice when the temperatures reach a low.  

 

 



 

1/3/14   5:30, 6 & 11pm 

County Back Pay Ordinance 

2014 ushers in a new ordinance to help Alachua County employees seek back pay.  
GTN's Briana Harper tells us how this new wage recovery program works to provide economic security 
for local workers.  

After several county commission discussions -- the wage recovery program approved back in April is 
now in effect.  

"This has become more and more of a significant issue in the state with employees not getting their 
wages due or being underpaid and the state of Florida doesn't have an enforcement agency 
responsible for wage theft violation." 

 
Alachua County joins Miami-Dade and Broward as the only three counties in the state with local wage 

enforcement.  
Once a complaint is filed -- the employee and employer will now be able to meet to resolve the unpaid 
wage claim or request a hearing.  
"It's in the interest of the employer to work with us and if there is a finding that wages are owed to 
this employee and the compliant is valid to conciliate at that level and they would be obligated to pay 
what's owed." 

 
Those affected by wage theft note the significance of the new ordinance.  
"I think this wage theft ordinance is really positive, it sends out a message that we do value honest 
businesses, we do value an honest day's pay for an honest day's work." 

Since this is the first day the recovery ordinance has been in effect -- no complaints have yet been 
filed.  

 

1/8/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

Saving Our Waterways 

A federal judge grants Florida the right to regulate our treasured waterways.  

GTN's Briana Harper tells us how new criteria looks to preserve the state's natural waters. 

The Florida Museum of Natural History is showcasing what makes our state special.  
An exhibit called Springs Eternal.  

Museum Exhibit Director Darcie MacMahon says "Exploring the subject both from the point of view of 
how fabulous and beloved our springs are and the issues that they face going forward into the future." 

This also comes at a time when the Florida Department of Environmental Protection is now celebrating 
a judge's ruling that allows the state to implement its own water nutrient criteria.  

Alachua County Environmental Protection Director Chris Bird  says, "The agreement between the EPA 
and the state was recognizing that Florida's waterways are somewhat unique and what may work in 
other states just because of the geology and water chemistry things are somewhat different here."  



These new nutrient standards will cover more than 99 percent of Florida's lakes, streams, springs, and 
coastal waters. The Florida Department of Environmental Protection says no other state comes close 
to these standards.  

Standards that help protect the quality of Florida's water gems for years to come.  
"Communicate the story about the fragile nature of our springs and our drinking water aquifer-- 
what's happening to them and what can be done to ensure their beauty and their health in the future." 
"I think the good news is that we've hopefully got something we can move forward with." 

 

1/9/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

 Alcohol Ordinance 

"Williston has an ordinance from the 70s that says you can't sell beer or wine within 300 feet of a 
church. But this Pizza Hut is asking City Council to change that so it can serve alcohol even though it's 
located just across the street from a church." 
   During Tuesday night’s council meeting, the city asked Doug Hubbard from Pizza Hut if they were 
aware of the ordinance when they chose the location that opened about two weeks ago. 
   "Yes and no. We were, but we planned on coming to Williston anyway. We've been looking at 
Williston for a year; we loved the community, we loved  the area. So regardless we planned on 

opening a restaurant here. Once we got here and we started to do more research, that's when we 
discovered the ordinance." 
   City Manager Scott Lippmann says changing the ordinance is something the council is seriously 
considering. 

   "The consensus of the council is that they would like to allow the service of beer and wine with a 
meal, within 300 feet of churches. Having said that, they want to tread cautiously."  
   Lippmann says the council is waiting on a new draft so they can debate changing the ordinance. 
   "It will not allow the service or the sale of hard liquor and it will probably be expanded - at least for 

discussion purposes - to include schools, daycares and so on. That's where I think it's going to head." 
   Lippmann says the decision will ultimately depend on how the community reacts. 
   "Pizza Hut says no matter what City Council decides, the result won't have a huge impact on the 
success of the restaurant." 

 

1/9/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

 Atmospheric Interference 

Solar flares occur often on the surface of the sun and a couple times a year, those flares head toward 

Earth. The Earth is protected by its magnetosphere, but these flares can cause some troubles for 
people on the planet.  

The Cygnus spaceship successfully launched this afternoon from Wallops Island, Virginia. The ship was 

originally scheduled to take flight yesterday, but a solar flare caused the delay. 
 

Peter Barnes, UF Assistant Astronomy Scientist, says, "Solar flare happens on the surface of the sun 
when the sun's magnetic fields interact with the surface layers in a rather violent way and produce a 
lot of energetic eruptions which can occasionally be directed toward the Earth." 



Radio stations are also affected by these solar flares, however, unlike the rocket launch, they are able 
to account for the flares and continue business as normal. 

At 100.5, Radio DJs are well aware of the solar activity. 

100.5 Program Director, Kevin McKay, says, "It seems to happen a couple times a year and the 
outages can last anywhere from fifteen second to a minute to three minutes." 

He says listeners may also hear more clutter in the background, another station come through, or 
static.  
 
Barnes says, "The actual particles themselves--some small fraction of them-- can leak into the Earth's 

upper atmosphere, which is also ionized and the increased level of ionization in the Earth's 
atmosphere can affect high frequency radio communications." 

While the flare's impact is noticeable, it's just a small speed bump in the day of a radio DJ. 

 
McKay says, "Generally people won't call up because, you know, by the time they notice and pick up 
their phone, then it's over. I mean, it is what it is, its physics." 

 

1/20/14  5:30, 5 & 11pm 

 Fixing local roads 

Almost two years ago, local law enforcement witnessed one of the deadliest car accidents in north 
central Florida's history.  

Now, they're taking steps to make sure history doesn't repeat itself.  

"11 people were killed. 21 people went to our two area hospitals. Six of those who were injured went 
to our local trauma center," said Sheriff Sadie Darnell.  

Sheriff Sadie Darnell remembers the morning of January 29th, 2012.  

A deadly pileup scattered across the southbound lanes of I-75.  

The crash near Paynes Prairie was caused by poor visibility due to foggy conditions.  

Visibility was so bad -- even deputies had a hard time reaching victims.  

"They could feel the impact of collision. They could smell the fire. And they were so unable to see they 
had to lead ambulances in by walking them in. Now we can never predict when a situation like this is 
going to happen as far as the location and time, but we can learn from it once it happens and we can 
prepare for it," said Darnell.  

Now there's a new project in the works from the Florida department of transportation named ITS -- 
short for intelligent transportation system.  

"It's very important not only for the visitors that come to the state of Florida - the 45, 50 million 
visitors who drive our infrastructure - but also our residents. People like me, people like you, going to 

http://airmail.calendar/2012-01-29%2012:00:00%20EST


see the family, going to see DisneyWorld, or going to see whatever you're trying to do to make sure 
that our system is safe," said Florida transportation secretary Ananth Prasad.  

The project includes bringing state-of-the-art technology to local roads with the installation of 
message signs south of Micanopy, south of Archer road, and on US 441.  

Another feature is visibility sensors that'll be placed within the prairie at driver's height.  

Those sensors will send alerts to the message boards and law enforcement officials when visibility falls 
within less than a mile.  

Infrared cameras will also be installed on I-75 and US 441near the center of the prairie.  

These cameras will measure traffic conditions within a mile radius.  

The initiative is made possible in large part by Representative Keith Perry who got the project funded 
through the legislature.  

Construction of the ITS project begins next month.  

 

1/24/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Homeowner Flood Insurance Importance 

24  In the state of Florida, scenes like this aren't uncommon after heavy rains.  

And after losing valuable possessions to flood waters, some homeowners across the state will also be 
losing thousands of dollars to flood insurance premiums.  

Governor Rick Scott is criticizing president Obama for the recent increase in rates.  

"These rate increases for flood insurance are unreasonable, they're unfair. It's a bill the President 
signed into law; he needs to take action that he has the right to take to stop these rate increases. It's 

not fair to our families," said Governor Rick Scott.  

Evan Hecht runs the Flood Insurance Agency in Gainesville.  

For the last few months, his company has been offering relief to homeowners who've been impacted 
the most through the prominent, insurance market "Lloyd’s of London."  

"We've been asked to write 150 policies in Florida since November 1st. We've written every one, we 
have not declined any. We’ve written over 30 million dollars of property coverage for flood insurance. 
In many cases our rates were 20 percent of what the FEMA rate was," said Hecht.  

And Hecht says the recently proposed "homeowners flood insurance relief bill" may be the answer 
homeowners are looking for.  

"I personally support Congressman's Bilirakis' concept that FEMA should have a maximum premium 
for any property," said Hecht.  

http://airmail.calendar/2014-11-01%2012:00:00%20EDT


But there's still hope this issue can soon be fixed as congress gears up to vote on a separate flood 
insurance bill on Monday.  

1/27/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

 Paying high utility bills and Saving Energy Tips 

Recent cold spells are causing some Gainesville residents to use more energy than usual to keep their 

homes safe and warm. GRU understands the burden that is placed on these customers in cold weather 
and offers several programs to help those who may have difficulty paying their utility bill. 

 

 Project Share: Provides payment assistance to qualifying customers, with special 

consideration given to the elderly, handicapped and those in financial hardship due to illness. 

 Payment Extension: Gives customers additional time to pay their utility bill upon request. 

 Installment Payment: Allows customers to pay portions of their bill upon request, with 
terms determined by customers' individual circumstances. 

 Budget Pay: Helps customers avoid unpredictable bills by paying a fixed amount each month. 

 Low-income Energy Efficiency Program (LEEP): Provides free home improvements to 
help qualifying customers save energy and lower their electric bills. 

 Home Energy and Water Surveys: Free home inspections to help customers identify ways 
to save energy and water. 

"In these economically challenging times, many people struggle to make ends meet," said Interim 
Customer Operations Director Herb Firsching. "We want our customers to know that they have options 
when it comes to paying their utility bill." 

 

In addition to payment assistance programs, GRU offers the following cold-weather tips to help 
customers save money when temperatures drop: 

 

 Set your thermostat to 68 degrees or lower when heating. Bills increase up to 4 percent for 

each degree above the recommended setting of 68 degrees. 

 With a natural gas furnace or standard electric heating, turn the system off or down when you 

will be away from home for longer than two hours. 

 Dress for the weather. Sweaters, slippers and Afghans can keep you comfortable while 
keeping your home at 68 degrees. An extra blanket at night can help you stay warm while 
lowering the thermostat.  

 Check your heating system filters once a month and clean or replace as needed. 

 

1/29/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

 Natural Gas Pipeline in North Central Florida 

29 People in North Central Florida are sounding off about a natural gas pipeline and its effect on their 
property.  



In our big story this half-hour -- GTN's Briana Harper tells us what could come from this expansive 
energy resource project.  

The Sabal Trail Gas Pipeline is a project more than 400 miles long spanning across three different 
states.  
The purpose is to provide domestically-produced natural gas for the southeast region.  
But this pipeline comes at a cost to property owners.  

Eminent Domain Attorney Brian Bolves says, "It's a big scale project that's coming through the 
community. It will change the character of a lot of people's property, there have been a lot of 
surveyors assessing people's property and so people have a lot of concerns about the nature of this 
facility." 

The project will affect 12 Florida counties including Alachua, Levy, and Gilchrist.  

And while this natural gas pipeline has its benefits....  
"It reduces dependence on foreign oil, so that's an important factor it's cleaner burning than coal or oil 
as a fossil fuel so there's a lot reasons to have natural gas." 

But some local towns like Gilchrist are concerned about the gas pipeline's safety.  
Gilchrist County Administrator Bobby Crosby says, "Small county with limited resources we are 
concerned with what area it goes in as well as an explosion or just simply an injury to a worker with 
the type of equipment they will be working with that we will have a quick response." 

The pipeline is scheduled to begin service in May 2017 

But construction could begin within the next year and a half.  
 

 

1/30/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

 Contaminants in our local waterways 

Contaminants are impacting local waterways. State environmental officials 

met today to evaluate their plan of action to clean things up.  

The bacterial contamination in local creeks was first addressed in 2008. Today, the Florida 
Environmental Protection Department presented an updated action plan.  

Within the Orange Creek Basin, different types of pollution affect creeks and 

lakes. Lake Wauberg, Newnans Lake, and Orange Lake have nutrient 
pollution.  

Director of Alachua County Environmental Protection, Chris Bird, says, "And 
that's mainly nitrogen and also phosphorous. Those are two problems. And 

what they really cause a problem with in lakes is they can cause algae to 
grow and that really can mess up fishing and swimming and things like 

that." 

It might be unpleasant, but it's not harmful to humans.  

 
Bird says, "If you get too much of the algae it's not pleasant to swim in the 



water, I mean it doesn't smell good, it doesn't look good, and you come out 

with algae on you." 

Hogtown, Sweetwater Branch, and Tumblin Creek have bacterial pollution.  
 

Bird says, "It's either from the Gainesville Regional Utilities wastewater 
collection system, in some cases it's from septic tanks that aren't working 

really well, and we actually in the urban area in particular we have even pet 
waste as a real source of this pollution." 

He says they recommend people don't interact with these creeks.  
 

Bird says, "It's really hard to keep people out so we do warn people 
especially during rainy days like today particularly when you have a rain, 

there's a much bigger chance that there's raw sewage that was somehow 
washed in there." 
 

State environment officials say there has been a decline in the bacteria 
pollution since 2008.  
 

Mary Paulic, from the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, says, 

"I am ecstatic, quite honestly. I work in a couple other parts of the state and 

I've just been very impressed with the amount of effort and initiative and 
what we've been able to accomplish." 

At today's action plan meeting, she recommended the next step in the 

process is focusing on the lakes. 
 

They say the Alachua County community can help reduce the pollution is by picking up after their pets 
and minimizing the amount of fertilizer used.  

 

2/3/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

 Local Election Preparations 

Gainesville City Commission elections take place next month.  
But what are the top issues city residents are most concerned about? 
GTN's Briana Harper takes a look at the voters' perspective.  

   More than 71-thousand Gainesville residents are currently registered to vote in next month's city 
election.  
   And voting preparations at the Alachua County Supervisor of Elections office are already underway.  



   Pam carpenter says, "We already have some of the votes in-house because the law allows us to 
email ballots to our overseas voters and we have already received a few ballots back from them so 
this election is going ahead full-force." 
   This year's ballot will include three different city commission seat races.  

But voters are most concerned with how these candidates will handle certain issues..  
  Gainesville resident Anthony Simmons says, "My biggest issue is the high-rising utility rates. I have 
family members all over Florida and I gotta say their utility rates are much lower than ours.  
     Nearly all of the candidates say their goal is to lower these high utility rates and reach an 
agreement with GRU. 
   "That'll be awesome if  they can do it. I think everybody here can agree with me on that one." 
    Other concerns include building and improving the city's transit system.  

   Gainesville resident Kay Mitchell says, "Regular citizens with jobs depend on RTS to get to their jobs 
to get around town and I think we need more not less public transit." 

   But some voters also applaud the city on its positive strides as well.  
    "I think the current Democrats on the City Commission have done a great job at balancing smart 
growth with environmental protection because that's the reason why a ton of people live here-- that's 
what makes our community so unique." 

   And this is the first election where an early voting site will be offered here.  
   "So they will have two early voting sites open. One early voting site will be at the supervisor of 
election office downtown in the county administration office and the other will be at the Millhopper 
Library on 43rd St so  the voters will have another option for casting their ballot during the early 
voting period.  
   The deadline to register is February 10th.  

 

2/10/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Food Safety 

One company is recalling meat products in the state of Florida due to possible contamination. GTN's 
Mayci McLeod talks with a local food safety expert on how these recalls continue to happen and how 
companies can fight contamination.  

Almost nine million pounds of beef and veal are recalled after a California company processed sickly 
animals. The recall is in effect in multiple states, including Florida. 

One Gainesville food safety expert says pathogens such as E-coli and salmonella are the most 
common food safety concerns with beef. He says they are found naturally in the environment and 

carried by cows.  

 
ABC Research Laboratory Director of Microbiology, Guy McWhorter, says, "The cattle shed the 
pathogens in their manure, it gets in the environment and tends to reinfect other cattle. During 
processing, if care is not taken, what can happen is the surface of the meat carcasses can become 
contaminated with these pathogens?" 

If infected by these pathogens, humans-- especially the elderly and children-- can have serious food 
poisoning. Experts say recalls are proof food safety measures work.  
 
McWhorter says, "It sounds like a bad thing but it's actually a sign that the system is kind of working. 

So what these processors do is they will test every lot of every batch of beef that they process looking 
for these pathogens. And the key is to test to find--you want to find it if it's in your product. So when 

they receive laboratory results that there's a problem or there might be a problem, they'll go ahead 
and do a voluntary recall." 

He says one way consumers can insure their meat is safe is by cooking it thoroughly at the 
recommended temperature. So far, no illnesses have been reported in the current recall.  



 

2/11/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Identity Theft 

Many of you may soon start to file your taxes, but someone else could have already beaten you to it. 
GTN's Hailey Holloway is live in the newsroom with more on tax identity theft and how to prevent it 

from happening to you. Florida has the highest per-capita rate of reported identity theft complaints in 
the country and almost half of those complaints are tax related. We talked with local experts to see 
just how easy it is to get your identity stolen. 
   "I was actually a little surprised that it could happen to somebody who really hasn't been in the 

system for all of that period of time, for a long time." 
   Stafford Jones says his 17 year old daughter, Brittany, had her identity stolen last year when they 
tried to file her taxes. 

   "She has an after school job and on the very first tax return that we've ever had to file for her, the 
CPA went to file it electronically and it got kicked back as having been a tax return already 
having  been filed with that social security number." 
   CPA Frank Walters says it's actually not that hard to steal someone's identity; a thief only needs 
three things. 
   "Your name, your social security number and your date of birth. And with those things, someone 
can do an awful lot as far as stealing your identity." 

   According to the consumer sentinel network -- the top 7 metropolitan areas for identity theft 
complaints are in Florida. Gainesville is the 22nd highest area in the country and Ocala comes in at 
13th.  

   Walters says that's why it's important to be proactive. 
   "Check your credit reports, see if there's anything funny in the report itself, or something you're not 
aware of. Always double check your bank statement every month, your credit card statements to 

make sure there's no illegitimate charges or anything that looks strange to you." 
   Walters told us if you find out your identity has been stolen -- the most important thing to do is to 
call the IRS immediately. He says you should also notify all of the credit agencies to let them know as 
well. 

 

2/24/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Elderly Exploitation 

From protecting schools - to protecting the elderly.  
That's the goal of one house bill that seeks to make it easier to prosecute in elderly exploitation cases.  
 
GTN's Briana Harper tells us more about what positive effects this first of its kind legislation could 

bring.  
 
Attorney Shannon Miller says her specialty in elder law is what she holds dear to her heart.  
And cutting down on elderly exploitation is one of her top priorities.  

Attorney Miller says, "A lady she was 94 and her minister agreed to go on her joint account with her. 
So they went to the bank, he got on the joint account and took all the money out. That case really 

stuck a nerve in me because this lady had her whole life-savings in there-- like 150 thousand dollars 
and after that she had nothing and it was really difficult because we had no criminal way of 
prosecuting once she put that money in the joint account." 



But a proposed house bill looks to change that by creating the option for a presumption of 
exploitation-- the first of its kind..  
"The presumption of exploitation will really help address some of the deficits that we have currently in 
the law as it stands." 

This includes the difficulty of proving deception and intimidation, the lack of criminal penalty in cases 
of joint accounts, and failure to allow hearsay statements as evidence.  

Each of the items are all part of what local law enforcement must consider when investigating elder 
exploitation cases.  

Gainesville Police Department spokesperson Ben Tobias says, "Absolutely, each case is going to 
dictate who we speak with what investigations that we do-- if its a family member, a caregiver, you 
know we're going to speak with that family member and caregiver and speak to that tree of people 
that are connected to that case." 

With support from Gainesville State Attorney Bill Cervone and some legislative committee approval-- 
the bills' future looks promising.  
"Take care of seniors and people who are vulnerable-- in particular adult disabled people who have 
money. We really need to do a better job of making sure their money is used for them and not 
anybody else." 

 

2/27/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Hurricane Preparedness 

We continue our coverage of severe weather awareness week. Tonight's focus is hurricanes and floods 
GTN's Hailey Holloway has more on how to get prepared.  
   It's known as "hurricane amnesia". 

   "It's been awhile since we've had a major storm in our area." 
   Florida hasn't been hit by a major hurricane in close to a decade and Dave Donnelly from Alachua 
County Emergency Management says that causes people to forget how severe hurricanes can be - and 
that they still need to be ready. 
  "People need to prepare for that because as we go every year without a major strike, you know the 
odds are stacking up against us."    
    Donnelly says to get a plan and get a kit. 

   "We recommend five days of food and water. More if you're in a rural part of the county and that's 
one gallon of drinking water per person, per day." 

   He says hurricanes can also mean flooding. 
   "Hurricanes frequently cause floods here, but again, we can have floods without hurricanes." 
    In fact Megan Wetherington says even though hurricane season doesn't start for several months, 
North Central Florida is more likely to have flooding now. 

   "For the last two months, we're a few inches above average normal precipitation for this time of 
year." 
   She says that means rising river levels. 
   "The Santa Fe River has gotten even more rainfall and we are not flooding there, but there's a 
potential if we keep getting rain. So people should be monitoring those gauges and keeping up with 
conditions." 
   Donnelly suggests calling public works to find out if you're in a flood zone. 

   "If you are in a flood zone, my next advice would be to buy flood insurance now. There's a 30-day 
waiting period when you buy flood insurance. And most home owners, in fact, I would daresay all 

home owners’ insurance policies do not cover floods. That's why there's an additional flood insurance 
program." 
   You can visit Alachua County's Emergency Management website for more tips on how to get 
prepared.  

 



2/28/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Weather-Extreme Heat 

"Extreme hot, extreme cold." 

   Alachua County Emergency Management says Florida is subject to extremes, especially heat. 
   "And again, with that we usually see drought conditions, which lead to wildfires." 
   But Florida Forest Service says extreme temperatures aren't necessary for wildfires. 
   "Fire season is year round in the state of Florida."    
   Ludie Bond says we are heading into the busiest wildfire season for this part of the state. 
   "Bond says in the spring, North Central Florida has perfect wildfire conditions. She says the 
combination of low humidity and heavily wooded areas is just enough to spark a fire." 

   "March, April and May tend to be very with wildfires in Florida because the winds are very strong 
and gusty and shifting as different fronts are moving through. Typically the humidity level is very low 
in March, April and May." 
   "Bond says if you're concerned about wildfires, there are things you can do to protect your home, 
like clearing dry leaves from your gutters and roof." 

 

3/5/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Gator Dangers 

It's not spring yet - but unseasonably warm weather is stirring up some activity.  

In our big story this half-hour -- GTN's Briana Harper has more with wildlife experts who are on gator 
watch.  

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission says recent unseasonably warm temperatures 
have brought Florida gators out of hiding.  
This year much earlier than usual.  
  FWC researcher Cameron Carter says, "Alligators are a cold-blooded species so once the 

temperatures really get down like end of fall going into winter they'll sort of become dormant and 
really aren't too active, aren't feeding all winter and recently with the past couples week we've had 
getting up into the upper-70s/80s that's really kick-starting them to get going with the warmer 
temperatures."  

The most common gator hang-outs around this time are near almost any body of water-- such as the 
University of Florida's Lake Alice.  
But luckily with this early alligator action-- for now there's no extra alarm for gator attacks.  
"It shouldn't have anything to do with alligator attacks I mean the incident for alligator incidents that 
occur is fairly low anyhow."  

And in the case that someone does spot a gator-- FWC urges them to keep their distance. 
Wildlife officials say the official start of alligator breeding season begins next month. 

 

3/12/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  UF and Space Experiment 



Space X is launching its Dragon capsule to the International Space Station on Sunday morning. Along 
for the ride is an experiment from the University of Florida.  

Here on Earth, we typically think about plants growing in the ground. But when scientists at UF 
decided they wanted to send plants into space, they had to come up with a different solution. 

 
Dr. Anna-Lisa Paul from UF's Horticultural Sciences Department says, "It's sort of a gel like substance 
that contains all the water, contains all the nutrients and everything a plant needs to survive for two 
or three weeks. The little tiny dots you see there are the seeds and we usually plant somewhere in the 

neighborhood of 15 or so seeds on the surface of those plates and that's the form factor that they 
grow on." 

UF Scientists have sent plants into space since 1999 and each experiment yields some answers and 

more questions. This trip will examine how plants grow without gravity.  
 
Dr. Paul says, "This is a classic exploration kind of experiment where we're seeing how things respond 
and then develop hypotheses to test greater detail from that." 

She will examine the plants using a microscope in the space station which she will manipulate from 
Glenn Research Center in Ohio.  
 
The rocket carrying the plants to the International Space Station is scheduled to launch Sunday just 

after 4AM. The goal of exploring the effect on plants in space is to choose or tweak varieties to grow 
for possible future space colonies or long-term flight environments.  

 

3/14/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Bullying 

Three student suicides in one county have parents extremely concerned tonight. The Clay County 
Sheriff's Office says the county has had three students commit suicide in the last three months.  
   Two of those were at Keystone Heights Jr. /Sr. High and one of those was earlier this week. The 

Sheriff's Office says they weren't bullying related, but parents say the Keystone Heights deaths were 
part of a suicide pact and bullying in Clay County Schools has been a serious problem for years. Some 

parents even say administrators just keep sweeping it under the rug. 
   "I believe more could be done, or could have been done, which might have prevented these tragic 
deaths." 
    Parents of one Keystone Heights student say they've tried bringing the severity of the bullying to 
the schools attention.  

   In fact Roger Marr says his son told the school he OD'ed just two days before the first Keystone 
suicide and they feel like that should have been a red flag. 
   "Now they've had multiple warnings, not just from ourselves, as far as I know there' ve been a lot of 
parents that have had problems with the bullying that have been reported." 
Marr says his son was friends with both of the keystone students who died 
   Katherine Parker says because they might not be isolated events, but part of a pact, means the 
administration needs to take action. 

   "You can't just watch, you can't. And it's sad because if they don't stop it there will be more." 

   Keystone heights has brought in grief counselors for the students to talk to as a reaction to the 
suicides. 
   "I guess some students just needed somebody to talk to now because two people have killed 
themselves. Now they're finally talking to them." 
   Both the Clay County Sheriff's Office and Keystone High School told us the only person who could 

talk on this issue is the Clay County Schools Spokesperson, Gavin Rollins.  



   We set up an interview with Rollins, but while we were pursuing the story he sent us a text saying 
he was no longer inclined to speak with us.  
   For private grief counseling, students and families can call 1-800-273-talk. 

 

3/20/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Flood Insurance 

20   Florida state senators introduce a bill that would create a competitive, private market for state 

flood insurance.  

   GTN's Hailey Holloway has more on the story.  
   "As of right now you can only get flood coverage through the National Flood Insurance Program, so 
companies like State Farm and All State are actually offering it through that federal program. But 
today's bill will allow private insurers to offer flood coverage on their own." 
   "This bill provides a long term solution to the National Flood Insurance problem. Congress acted 
several weeks ago to establish a "glide path" for the National Flood Insurance Program, but in a few 

years these dramatically high rates will be back upon us. The federal fix does not solve the problem, 
Mr. President, it only kicks the can down the road. It is time for Floridians  to control our own destiny 
and lead the nation with a free market flood insurance program." 
   Most of the people we talked to today don't have flood insurance. They say it's because the National 
Flood Insurance Program doesn't offer affordable options for Floridians, even though our state holds 
37% of its policies. 
   "Because of the high cost. And then there were several bills that were, you know, going through the 

Senate that was not trying to cut the cost of flood insurance, so it was not affordable for me." 
   The bill has requirements for coverage to be equivalent to the federal flood insurance program, but 
this legislation will give consumers a chance to shop for different rates and maybe change some minds 
about getting flood coverage. 
   "If we have people competing, you know, to make things more affordable, that has good quality, 
that we can kind of decipher what we want or what we think is best then I would definitely want flood 
insurance." 

   "Legislators are hoping this bill will increase competition in the insurance marketplace while offering 
consumers more coverage options." 
   The bill was just introduced on the senate floor today. Lawmakers will be able to question or debate 
it at the next reading. We'll keep you updated on that. 

 

3/21/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  Alcohol and Minors 

Barred, from bars. Gainesville City Commissioners approve an ordinance prohibiting minors in places 
where alcohol is served.  

In our big story this half-hour GTN's Briana Harper tells us how this proposal from local law 
enforcement seeks to serve public safety.  

Gainesville's Mid and Downtown areas-- are some of the hangout hotspots not only for college 

students but also high schoolers.  
An area where alcohol is abundant-- causing the Gainesville Police Department to take action.  



Officer. Ben Tobias, GPD spokesman says, "What Chief felt was that when you have these juveniles 
around these intoxicated adults there's really the propensity for something to happen bad and possibly 
having the juveniles victimized." 

That led the Gainesville City Commission to consider and eventually approve an ordinance barring 
minors from events and places that serve alcohol.  
Gainesville City Commissioner Todd Chase says, "This isn't really about underage drinking as much as 

it is just exposing kids and having them in an environment that they shouldn't be in which is quite 
frankly late at night in our downtown bar district." 

This ordinance applies only to places where alcohol is the business' primary revenue.  
Bars such as the Salty Dog Saloon already prohibits those under 21-- yet bartenders here still realize 
the advantages this ordinance can bring to the mid and downtown area.  

Bartender William Raulerson says, "We don't allow people between 18 and 21 or under 18 anyway but 
if it can control volume with people trying to get in then it certainly helps us." 

The city's step toward improving public safety as a benefit to all.  
"We're certainly not trying to be the parents or the nannies of these kids I think we're just trying to 
help put laws together that make sense to protect our young folks and also let the owners of these 
businesses know that we support them but this isn't something that should be happening." 

Following this final approval by the City Commission the ordinance will immediately take effect 

 

3/24/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

  High Springs Police Dept. & Nepotism 

We have an update on the controversial High Springs police chief termination. Tonight, city officials 
say they are investigating former police chief, Steve Holley, over possible misconduct regarding a 
death-involved investigation, but they aren't elaborating on that.  
   Meanwhile, focus is being turned on the new police chief and possible reasons has to why he got the 

job 
   GTN's Hailey Holloway is live in High Springs with more on how some say nepotism was a factor.  

   It looks like the city is trying to keep it all in the family. Back in January the city manager told the 

former chief, Steve Holley, that 3 commissioners wanted him out.  
   One of those was Mayor Bryan Williams, who is actually the cousin of Holley's new replacement.  

    Antoine Sheppard was hired the day after Holley was put on a 30 day leave. 
   "On January 28th, the acting police chief went from an hourly wage to the salary of a full police 
chief, about a 35% increase." 
   That was before Holley was even fired. But that's not all High Springs residents questioned.  
   At a commission meeting, Sylvia Newcomb brought up the mayor's relationship to the new chief. He 
refused to answer 
   "He looked at the city attorney and he said, 'Do I have to answer that?' and the city attorney said, 

'It's your call'. And he said, 'Well I'm not going to answer that', and I said, 'You don't have to, I've 
been a resident here all my life, I know who's related to whom!'". 

   But one of the commissioners - one who reportedly wanted Holley fired -- says nepotism laws don't 
apply here. 
   "Under our charter the city manager is the one that hires, fires, promotes, demotes and the 
employees report directly to the city manager. The employees do not report to the city commission or 

mayor." 



   However, Florida Statute does say a public official - in this case, Mayor Williams - cannot have any 
part in the promotion of an individual who is their relative - here, that's Chief Sheppard. 
   This includes the official  having a position of power over the person who deals with the individual.  
   In other words, Mayor Williams does not have direct power over the chief of police, but he does 

exercise control over Chief Sheppard's boss - the city manager.  
   That would a violation of both Florida and High Springs statute.  
   We actually ran into Mayor Williams here earlier today and asked him if he was related to 
Sheppard.  He said he was and even joked with us that he "always had been".  
   But when it came to the nepotism allegations he refused to comment saying he doesn't talk to 
media.  

 

HEALTH 

1/8/14 5:30, 6 & 11pm 

8    Last year Marion county ranked 7th out of Florida's 67 counties for the most babies suffocated 
because of unsafe sleeping environments.  
   There was another death this week. We have the sleeping habits you need to know to keep your 
baby safe. 
   "Marion County has always been one of the highest counties in the state of Florida for unsafe sleep 

incidents." 
   Krissy Howell from Marion County's early learning coalition attributes that to a lack of knowledge on 
safe sleeping habits. 

   "Parents are extremely tired. Babies are extremely vulnerable to having a suffocation incident. And I 
think a lot of parents are not aware." 
   The Marion County Sheriff's office says that's what happened Monday when a five-week-old baby 
was found underneath his mother who had fallen asleep. 

   "The 20 year old mother had been sleeping on the couch and started out with the baby on her 
chest, sleeping. In this situation you're dealing with a young mother that probably didn't know better." 
   "I think the most important thing is to never co-sleep. Never sleep with a baby whether it be in a 
recliner, on a couch, in the same bed - even siblings sleeping together in the same bed. A baby should 
always be sleeping in their own sleep environment." 
   The Department of Children and Families says to follow the ABCs of sleep safety. Babies need to 
sleep alone, on their backs and in a crib.  
   The Marion County Sheriff's Office says it's still investigating the incident from earlier this week. 

 

1/10/14 5:30, 6 & 11pm 

Today is the opening day of the new UF Health Shands Pediatric Cardiac Intensive Care Unit. 
Administrative offices were transformed into the new 18,000 square foot unit on the 10th floor.  

Three-year-old Genevieve Haeseler was born with pulmonary hypertension and a congenital heart 
defect. Her parents are no strangers to hospital stays.  

 

Genevieve's father, Jason Haeseler, says, "We spent two months in the hospital that first time and 

then most recently she had contracted pneumonia and a viral infection and we spent about two weeks 
here just this past November." 

The new Pediatric Cardiac Intensive Care Unit will treat other kids like Genevieve.  
 



Dr. Mark Bleiweis, Congenital Heart Center Director, says, "Congenital heart patients are some of the 
most difficult patients to take care of. They require a lot of sub-specialty care and expertise and we 
have experts in multiple different specialties." 

With 23 additional rooms, the new ICU could broaden its reach in the community.  
 
Dr. Bleiweis says, "We see patients from all over the state and region and I believe now it will offer us 
the space to expand our resources and expand our availability to take care of more patients." 

One of the major features of this new unit is the spacious rooms, which parents say can be helpful 
when children need to stay for treatment for months at a time. 

 
Genevieve's mother, Rachel Haeseler, says, "Of course being in a hospital is very scary for a three-

year-old, and so Jason and I were here the entire time by her side. You know, it definitely gets tight 
and one of us would go home and one of us would stay, but this would certainly enable families to 
really support their kids while they're in the hospital." 

 

1/14/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

The flu is killing more people in our area.  
So now, a record number of kids here are getting their flu shots.  

 The Health Department is strongly urging more people to get vaccinated.  

Since the official start of flu season back in October-- 12 people in our area have died from the virus.  
Paul Myers with the Alachua County Health Department says, "Flu is extremely hard to predict and 
those that try to predict it are usually wrong, but the trends that we are seeing are very concerning 
particularly when you're taking about the severity of the disease."  

Even more concerning-- five of those deaths were patients under 40.  
But Alachua county schools is breaking records to stop this possibly deadly spread of the flu.  

"We just finished our most successful school located influenza vaccination program in the six-year 
history of the program and this year we did about 13 thousand students in both public and private 
schools." 

The school system credits the record number to growing vaccine awareness.  
Alachua County Schools spokeswoman Jackie Johnson says, "More parents are becoming comfortable 
with it. They know that the vaccine is painless, that it's free, that it's safe and I think it's just become 
part of the standard operating procedure at the beginning of the school year." 

And while the flu may be unpredictable-- the school predicts vaccination numbers will continue to rise.  
Flu season typically peaks in February and the Health Department says it's not too late to get 
vaccinated.  

 

3/11/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

For the past few years-- nursing test scores have been on the decline.  
But a proposed Florida bill hopes to boost these scores with tighter nursing school qualifications.  
GTN's Briana Harper tells us how much good this change could bring to the healthcare industry.  



Santa Fe College is just one of several Florida nursing programs that are accredited.  
And now--a proposed Florida bill looks to ensure the benefits of accreditation are required by all 
programs.  

Dr. Lois Ellis, Director of Santa Fe College Nursing Program says,  "The accreditation process itself 
goes towards self-evaluation of the program, it looks at curriculum, faculty, at students, at resources 
and very particularly student learning outcomes and evaluation." 

This is an attempt by Senator Denise Grimsley to improve previously low nursing test scores and 
tighten nursing school qualifications for the sake of the student.  

Dr. Ellis notes, "It's a very great process to make sure that we are educating our students the way 
they need to be educated so that they can go into the healthcare workplace." 

 

 

According to the Association of American Medical Colleges--there is a shortage of primary care in 
Florida.  
But additional legislation hopes to change that.  
Tamara Demko, Director of the TaxWatch Center for Health and Aging says,  "One of the things that 
have been proposed in the legislator has been to allow nurse practitioners to practice independently if 

they meet certain criteria and really the goal across the board for nurse practitioners and physicians is 
putting patient safety first." 

And while required accreditation provides some pros--there is at least one single con.  
"The barriers to accreditation which I can see especially for smaller programs just starting is the cost 
because it can cost 2500 to 5000 sometimes." 

Fortunately the bill does allow at least 5 years for unaccredited programs to meet the required 
standards.  

 

3/25/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

One local state senator says a marijuana extract could help comfort children with seizures.  

"We're dealing with some of our fellow Floridians who have tried everything and they're at the end of 
their road," said state senator Rob Bradley.  

Mr. Bradley wants to ease that pain.  

He's co-sponsoring legislation that would legalize a marijuana extract for children who suffer from 
epileptic seizures.  

"They have tried all typical seizure medications and those things just aren't working anymore."  

Bradley says he wants to limit this legislation amidst the growing medical marijuana debate.  

"I know a lot of people want to make it into something bigger but for me it's just about that mother, 
that father and their child, and giving them all the tools that they need to give relief to their child."  



The bill would require doctors and patients to register with the state on a secure database.  

And that could be checked by police when they stop someone in possession of marijuana.  

 

3/27/14  5:30, 6 & 11pm 

A local child goes into cardiac arrest at a day care and the community is coming together to help raise 
money for his treatment. GTN's Mayci McLeod has more on how the child's mother says quick thinking 
saved her son's life.  

A 6-year-old collapsed at O2B Kids last Tuesday. The manager on duty at the time says this was the 
first time he needed to care for an unresponsive child. 

 
Gainesville O2B Kids Manager, Michael Weber, says, "From a personal standpoint, it's terrifying. I 
checked his neck-- I checked his carotid pulse, I checked his wrist, and I even listened for his chest to 

find a pulse and he wasn't breathing at that time. Our kick-ball coach was already calling 911 and I 
proceeded to do CPR compressions." 

Six-year-old Todd Miller was rushed to North Florida Regional Medical Center and once he was 
stabilized was flown to UF Health. Todd's mother says the O2B Kids staff's CPR knowledge made all 
the difference.  

 
His mother, Lauren Furgason, says, "I think they saved his life. I don't think that-- if they hadn't been 
trained in CPR and if they hadn't had an AED,  I don't think he would be here." 

Todd is still in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit and has not fully woken up since going into cardiac 
arrest. His mother says he may need a heart transplant and possibly a wheelchair in the future.  
 

Furgason says, "Some of his test results are inconclusive and they're kind of trying to figure out 
exactly what's going on. As of right now-- right now he's not walking. So, there's always a possibility 
with motor function what all he'll get back and what he won't." 

To help Todd's family with medical expenses, community members are running online fundraisers. 
O2B Kids also plans to host an event in his honor.  

 
 

 

  

GOVERNMENT 

1/8/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

A press conference in Tallahassee addresses a House and Senate bill looking to raise the minimum 
wage. As GTN's Mayci McLeod reports in our big story this half hour, this could mean a big change for 
the restaurant industry. 



Rebecca Solch is a server at a local restaurant. She makes $4.77 per hour, plus tips. She says her 
income depends on many variables. "Like in December we get really more-- more busy, so in 
December I don't have to worry about my bills, I can buy Christmas presents. But say, in the summer, 
we're not busy. So I can have two tables. And having two tables, it's really hard to make your rent." 

But a bill at the Florida House and Senate could raise minimum wage across the board to $10.10 per 
hour, even for servers and others who earn tips.  

 
Representative Cynthia Stafford (D) says, "We want the state of Florida to give everyone a chance to 
have a good quality of life--a good decent wage. Have the ability to earn a decent living. This is a 
state for all people not just some people." 

Seven US states have the same minimum wage for both tipped and non-tipped employees. 

Lawmakers say the hike is a national trend.  
 
Senator Dwight Bullard (D) says, "We've seen other states that have chosen to take more proactive 
steps. We know there are many other states that, in this upcoming year, put on their ballots initiatives 

to raise the state minimum wage. And really what our bill does is aligns with the national push of a 
hike to $10.10." 

 
GTN spoke to multiple restaurant owners here in Downtown Gainesville. While none of them are 
willing to speak to us on camera, they say a minimum hourly wage of more than $10 per hour for 
tipped employees would be damaging to business, and may force them to close down their restaurants 
altogether. 

If passed, the hike would take effect at the start of the next year. Supporters of the bill say the 
measure is needed because servers are three times as likely to live in poverty than the rest of the 
nation.  

1/10/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

The Alachua County legislative delegation passes a bill that could change who runs GRU. 

   At today's public hearing legislators voted 3 to 1 to let account holders decide whether GRU will 
continue to be run by the city or by a new independent authority. 

   Many residents say the bill is an attempt to allow a corporate body to control Gainesville's 

utilities.   Commissioner Yvonne Hinson-Rawls says it will remove the city's say in how things operate. 
   "We literally own it, we have a voice in it. And to lose that after 100 years.." 

   But representative Keith Perry says he drafted the bill because so many of his constituents are 
unhappy with how GRU is operated and having to pay the highest rates in Florida. 
   "The current setup with the city commission overseeing the governing structure doesn't allow 
anybody in the county to have a voice in the city elections. So this referendum would change that. But 
again, it doesn't do anything to the power or the strength, all it does is allow users of GRU to cast 
that." 
    Nathan Scop says current problems with GRU are because of mistakes made by the commission.  

   And he says that's why it's necessary for an independent governing board to take over. 
   "The biomass contract and the failure of the city commission to exercise a management oversight 
function clearly demonstrates the need for an independent governance from GRU. GRU is the city's 
most valuable asset, but it is abundantly  clear that city commission lacks the subject matter expertise 

and official discipline to effectively manage the utility properly." 
   Those opposed also brought up the voting process. Each GRU account number equals one vote, but 
Commissioner Susan Bottcher says that will skew outcome. 

   "On my GRU bill, I'm the only one named, which means I get to vote. My husband is not named on 
the GRU bill, he does not get to vote. If one citizen who is a GRU customer owns 10 properties and 



they have 10 GRU accounts, they get 10 votes." 
     The bill calls for a nine member governing board and three of members will be appointed by the 
governor. 

 

1/22/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

Gainesville's Mayor is looking back on some city successes while looking ahead to challenges in 2014 
with today's state of the city address. 

    "The commission and Mayor Braddy highlighted some of Gainesville's best accomplishments from 

2013 like buying the Gainesville Correctional Institution for a new homeless shelter and revamping the 
city's website. But the hot topic today was that GRU customers are still paying the highest rates in the 
state of Florida." 
    Commissioner Susan Botcher said in 2013 Gainesville was ranked as the seventh greenest city in 
the country. But going green has had a big impact on GRU rates.  
   GRU's interim manager, Kathy Viehe, says that's because adding new forms of energy like the 

biomass plant is expensive. 
   "A lot of the things that have occurred in the last several years - adding generation and adding solar 
energy, for example - is about three times more expensive than traditional power. So it has had an 
impact on our rates." 
   Mayor Braddy admits Gainesville residents don't have affordable electricity and because of that 
1,500 people will have their power shut off this month. But, he says we have already crossed that 
bridge. 

   "It is what it is. So we do have a biomass plant, and we do have 20 megawatts of solar. And it's also 
important for responsible policy leaders to celebrate the good with that and to make the most of it. So 
I'm here to congratulate those who vigorously pursued this goal and to point out that it is something 
that the city wants in the sense of having renewable as a significant part of our portfolio." 
    Braddy says he is asking commissioners to use the same level of enthusiasm that got the biomass 
plant started, to focus on lowering utility bills. 
   "While lowering GRU rates is a priority, Mayor Braddy says it's not going to happen overnight. With 

the plan they are looking at right now he says you can actually expect your rates to increase this year, 
as well as next year, before a possible decline in 2016." 

 

2/5/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

Who may be given the power to run your utility? Tonight the Gainesville Commission discusses a 
governing body for GRU; the state may also get involved. Tonight's workshop is supposed to get 
people talking on a local level about who should run the utility. Right now it's the city, but customers 
aren't happy with high prices they're paying and may get to vote for a change in leadership.  

    We talked with Senator Rob Bradley today who says he wants the situation handled locally, but only 
if the city starts listening to the people. 

   "Home rule is not a blank check. If the local government continues to not take into account the will 
of the people, then I certainly think that the state government, it can reach a point where the state 

government has a role to play." 

   That role is Representative Keith Perry's bill which would allow GRU account holders to vote on who 
runs the utility, but state legislators don't want it to get to that point.  
   So tonight, city commissioners are listening to customers and utility experts to try and come up with 
a local solution 
   "Representative Perry and Senator Bradley and Representative Porter have made it very clear to us 



that they would like this handled at the local level. And I don't think that doing nothing or not even 
talking about it is handling it and so that's why we're talking. I think this is a result of the potential 
filing of the bill. And I think this is a result of basically the situation that GRU finds itself in today." 
   Commissioners will not make any decisions at tonight's workshop. If they decide to take action it 

will be at a special meeting later this month.  
   In the meantime, Senator Bradley says they are moving forward with the bill just in case the city 
doesn't fix the problem. 
    "What I've done thus far is express support for Representative Perry moving  forward with the 
legislative process of filing a bill, having hearings in Tallahassee on that bill with the hopes that the bill 
is not necessary. But if they continue to not listen to those voices then we have to seriously consider 
whether state intervention is appropriate." 
   Tonight's workshop starts at 6:00 in the City Hall Auditorium. The public is invited to attend. 

 

3/20/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

This week Florida farmers have been in Tallahassee talking with legislators about what they need from 
the state.  
   GTN's Hailey Holloway spoke with local farmers and ranchers to learn about their concerns for this 
legislative session.  
   The Florida Farm Bureau's top legislative priority is to get more tax relief and greenbelt protection 

for agricultural producers.  
   "We've got farmers and businesses in Florida that are at a competitive disadvantage to our 
neighbors to the north because they're not collecting Florida sales tax. So if you come and bid that 

contract and you're from Gainesville and somebody comes from Savannah, if you work for the same 
manufacturer they're going to be 6-7% less money on their bid."  
    The Bureau is asking legislators to strengthen the greenbelt laws and in turn lower tax liability for 

Florida farmers so that they can be competitive with farmers from other states.  
   Our local farmers say they are also concerned with new national legislation.   
   "We're a huge peanut-producing area, and the Farm Bill and the way it's written now, unless it's 
regulated or some things are changed, it's going to make a major impact on our community and a 
huge economic impact." 
   Levy County Commissioner, Chad Johnson, says the local effect will even reach past peanut farmers. 
   "All of the support industries that trickle-down economics has in effect with the peanut crop here. 

Fertilizer, farm stores, fuel and repair shops. All of those. If we're not growing peanuts in this area, 
then that trickle down economics is certainly going to be impacted." 
    Johnson says it's still too soon to predict the full impact our farmers will see locally.  
   You can visit our FaceBook page for more information on other bills the Florida Farm Bureau is 

focusing on.  
 

3/31/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

The Alachua County Black Caucus is making headlines for several reasons.  

From hosting a city commission candidate debate, to a threat to the chapter's charter... 

And--an unofficial 20-15 city commissioner candidate announcement.  

GTN's Briana Harper has more on the possible long-term impact--in our big story this half hour.  

The Alachua County Black Caucus takes pride in giving a voice to candidates and city officials through 
hosting various debates.  
Alachua County Black Caucus President Ermon Owens says, "They talk about issues and they go back 



and forth and discuss those rather than answering some simple question as it is and the candidates 
really put it on and they are the focus of the debate."  

But during last week's Black Caucus run-off debate between Annie Orlando and Helen Warren-- only 
one could attend-- that was Orlando.  
Just last year--something similar happened when mayoral incumbent Craig Lowe could not attend a 
Black Caucus debate.  
He went on to lose the election.  

But Warren doesn't see the same thing happening to her.  

Helen Warren City Commission At-Large Seat 2 candidate says,"I think there are so many other issues 
that are in place between the two different leadership styles between myself and my opponent. I think 
people of the community really need to look at those issues because those are the things that affect 
the leadership of Gainesville." 

As far as the leadership future of the Black Caucus-- it faces its own issues with scrutiny from the 
state black caucus and their vote to have the local charter revoked.  
President Owens says, "We're ready to move on at this stage. Whether something happens without 
charter or not, it will not deter us from what we want to do. We're going to always remain as an 
organization."  

An organization that also includes members like former President Charles Goston who is seeking to 
make his own political mark.  

Charles Goston says,  "Too much is needed for African-Americans, too much is needed for black and 
white and Hispanic in this district that has never been delivered and when you get sick and tired of 
being sick and tired of seeing something that is non-functional and you know you have what it takes 
to fix it you gotta go fix it." 

In next year's election-- Goston will be vying for the District One seat against current commissioner 
Yvonne Hinson-Rawls.  
One of the first times a city commission race will include two black leaders running against each other.  
Briana Harper, GTN News.  

 

EDUCATION 

1/14/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

250 Howard Bishop Middle School students are getting an extra dose of technology. Bishop is one of 
ten middle schools in the state chosen to take part in an IT Career Academy project.  

The focus of the IT Academy is to give students career and professional education training using 
Microsoft and Adobe Suite programs. If the students become proficient in the programs, they can take 
the certification test.  

 
Technology Teacher Dekle Vickers says, "Kids right now are working on Photoshop CS6. They will then 

move to Flash CS6 and the ones that work the hardest--the best--will get three certifications this year 
which will also include Illustrator."  

Seventh grade student Kathryn Bairley says, "At the end of like the semester, we're taking an exam 
and if we pass the exam we'll be Adobe Certified Associates."  



The technology and training through the program is valued at more than $30,000. Teachers say it's 
never too early to begin preparing students for the job market.  
 
Bairley says, "I mean, it looks good on a college application or a resume."  

 
Vickers says, "They're then able to hold a job. I know this sounds funny at the age of thirteen, but 

there are many students we've had go through here who actually run their own businesses before 
they reach high school." 

The Photoshop certification is one of the toughest to obtain and only three students have passed since 
the start of the school year. However, about 50 successful certifications were awarded in Microsoft 
Suite.  

Certification exams can cost up to $100, but they are provided to the Bishop Middle School students 
for free. 

1/17/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

Alachua County Sheriff Sadie Darnell and Gainesville Police Chief Tony Jones were invited to a 
workshop with the Alachua County School Board to discuss the importance of law enforcement 
presence in local schools.  

Alachua County Schools Spokesperson, Jackie Johnson, says, "We've had school resource officers in 
our middle and high schools for years now, but of course the elementary schools were just added last 
year and they wanted to talk to the school board about the cost and the cost sharing of that program." 

Right now, Alachua County Sheriff's Office foots 58% of the bill for resource officers, but told the 
school board they hope to share the cost evenly.  
 
Sheriff Sadie Darnell says, "Everybody present at that meeting is supportive of the idea of a fifty-fifty 
split." 

 

The question isn't if the Alachua County School Board will contribute the money, but exactly how 
much money we're talking about. One law enforcement agency is asking them to cover 50% or 
personnel costs, while another is asking them to cover 50% of all costs--including cars, guns, and 
ammunition. 

 
Sheriff Darnell says, "Our total cost for the 28 deputies that are assigned at the elementary, middle, 
and high schools is four million dollars. That's the total actual cost, so clearly the fifty-fifty split there 
would be two million."  

If the school board splits just personnel costs with ASO, it will be $860,000 a year instead of 
$2million.  Whichever costs the school board decides to split will be the same for both the Sheriff's 
Office and Police Department. The school board will not make a final decision until the summer when 
they have a full report of funds available for the year.  

2/19/14  5:30, 6 7 11PM 

Santa Fe College students get a chance to meet candidates three weeks before the city election and 
some even got to register to vote.  



   "It's like a raindrop in a pond. It doesn't seem like it has a lot of effect, it doesn't seem. But what 
you're not focusing on is the ripple out effect."  
   Jessica Shah thinks local elections are the most important part of politics and she is adamant about 
young people getting involved. 

   "If you elect somebody with your ideals who is a town representative, they network out to the city 
and then the city networks out to the county and the county networks out to the state. So for me, 
local elections are twice, if not three times more important than our presidential election."  
   "I can take my votes. At least one vote has to count for something, right? Take my votes, use it for 
something good. You know, use it for what I think should be done. Get involved." 
   Latrell Martin says his focus is on Gainesville's high homeless population and the biomass plant. 
Today he is talking to candidates to see who he thinks can tackle things that will affect his generation 

in the long run. 
   "I was like, woah. There's so much happening outside of Facebook. Whoa, there's so much 

happening outside of Twitter and all of the rest of this stuff. This is actually what's going to affect us in 
the future and right now, we should start trying to solve these problems now so that when we have 
children, they don't get affected by it." 
    
   The Gainesville city commission election is March 11th. 

 

3/5/14 5:30, 6 & 11PM 

This is a document that we can live by, work from, and also involve the community," said school board 
member Leanetta McNealy.  

The school board passed the new strategic plan which covers a wide range of topics.  

"The budget to curriculum, student achievement, safety, so it really runs the gamut of what the school 
district does and is concerned about," said school board spokesperson Jackie Johnson.  

Johnson says certain goals like county-wide recycling programs and energy savings are already in the 
works.  

But focusing on things such as FCAT testing and lowering dropout rates will take some time.  

School board members say the overall plan has been in the works for a while now.  

"The goals were really formally adopted by the school board back in August and that happened after 
almost a year and a half of public input, public input sessions, we had an online survey. So, really a lot 
of thought and input from the community went into developing those goals," said Johnson.  

The plan also includes cutting down on out-of-school suspensions and referrals for fighting and 
bullying.  

District leaders also want to maintain the average daily attendance in public schools -- which is 
currently at 94%.  

 

3/12/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 



Florida lawmakers say they have a plan to keep our schools safe.  
That involves allowing school employees to carry concealed weapons.  

In our big story this half hour - GTN's Briana Harper tells us more about a bill and its possible impact 
on schools.  

Rep. Dane Eagle asks, "How do you fight a mad gunman?? With a gun...." 
That's one reasoning legislators in support of the School Safety Bill are urging lawmakers to allow 
designated people on school campuses to carry guns.  
All for the sake of protecting students.  

Rep. Dennis Baxley (R)-Ocala says, "We have a problem that in advertently occurred in our desire to 

protect students with gun free zones we have created a sterile target and they are the target for 
deranged shooters." 

Today the Education Committee approved the School Safety Bill in the Florida house.  
But the thought of more guns leaves some parents uneasy.  

Angel Hsu says, "Through the news you hear this proliferation of guns everywhere and of course as a 
parent I am concerned about having even more whether it's hidden away or locked away-- just the 
presence of it is uneasy for me." 

But gun-toting on school campuses like this isn't just for school employees.  

There are requirements including having a valid concealed carry license, or a background in military or 
law enforcement.  
School employees must also complete a state developed training course.  

And although complete school safety is no guarantee-- Alachua County Schools thinks their current 
procedure works well.  
Alachua Schools spokesperson Jackie Johnson says, "I wish there was something that did guarantee 
safety, but we certainly feel very comfortable with having our school resource officers on campus 
these are folks who've been specially trained and specially chosen and they are the ones that we feel 
should be the ones and the only ones who have firearms on campus." 

The bill still has a long way to go in the legislative process but appears to be picking up steam.  
 

3/18/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

Florida Education Commissioner Pam Stewart reveals the company that will design the test to replace 

the FCAT. Students will take the new test for the first time next school year. GTN's Mayci McLeod has 
more on why local administrators are wary of the timeline.  

The State Board of Education approved the Florida Standards last month, and the next questions were 
how to evaluate the students. After reviewing proposals from five different testing groups, Education 
Commissioner Pam Stewart chose the American Institute for Research to create the new assessment.  

The new test will replace the FCAT and will have a different style of questions to assess the Florida 
Standards.  

Joe Follick, FDOE Spokesman, says, "These new standards, however, they are less memorization, as 
in previous tests, and more critical, analytical thinking. So it will be-- rather than having multiple 
choice, fill in the blank questions, there will be more chances for analytical thinking and show how you 
arrived at your answers." 



Alachua County administrators say the challenge is going to be preparing students for this new format 
which requires more short answer responses.  

Karen Clarke, Alachua County Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum, says, "It's nothing that 
students have really been used to. Besides the FCAT writing, we haven't had short and extended 
response items for several years on the FCAT. So, we've had to really work on students being able to 
work through these multi-step problems, explaining their reasoning on particular problems." 

The Department of Education says one benefit of the new test will be the option to administer it later 
in the school year than the FCAT, giving teachers more time to prepare students. Example questions 

will not be released to teachers until this summer. Lincoln Middle School's Principal says this timeline 
isn't fair to teachers.  
 

Principal Don Lewis says, "And we don't even know what the test is about. This causes more and more 
stress on teachers who are losing more and more faith and credibility of the whole testing system." 

 
Students will take the new test in 2015. Consequences based on the results will not begin until 2016 

 

3/18/14  5:30, 6 &11PM 

Undocumented students in Florida are one step closer to receiving in-state tuition for college.  

In our big story this half-hour -GTN's Briana Harper has more on the Senate committee vote to pass 
the bill.  

Undocumented student Elis Zamore says, "I am so very interested in going to school. That has been 
my dream since elementary school and coming out of high school I was struck with the realization that 
I wasn't going to be able to afford to go to school like sustainably." 

That's because Santa Fe student Elis Zamora is an undocumented immigrant from Venezuela who is 
forced to pay out-of-state tuition.  
But that could soon change following today's 5 to 4 vote by the Senate Education Committee in favor 
of qualifying immigrant students for in-state tuition rates.  

Senator Jack Latvala (R) Clearwater says, "These parents pay the same sales taxes, the same gas 
taxes and many of the other taxes that we pay who have students that qualify for in-state tuition. So I 
just feel very strongly that it's time to end that disparity and it's time to provide equity for all of our 
Florida high school graduates who are residents." 

But with such a close passing vote-- not everyone agrees.  

Senator Jeff Brandes (R) St, Petersburg says, "I have serious concerns about rewarding subsidized 
education to adult who are not legal residents of the state. This body just passes tuition for military 
veterans. These people have gone above and beyond, have sacrificed for our country and now we're 
debating giving the same award and the same treatment to undocumented students who have not 
reached that high bar." 

The University of Florida is one state school that does support this proposed legislation.  
And Zamora hopes many others will continue to back the bill in hopes of realizing the larger picture.  

"This isn't about the economy, or dollar bills or the soil or things that aren't human beings. This is a 
human rights issue-- they're families here who came with the dreams and hopes to simply live a 
better life." 



A life that may include a more affordable college education as the bill continues its way through 
legislation.  

 

CRIME 

1/15/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

A senate committee passes three bills to get harsher punishments for sex offenders. Senator Rob 
Bradley wrote one of the bills that will better monitor sex offenders outside of prison, as well as 
increase punishments for the crime. 

   "The bill that I have filed enhances penalties for adult on minor sexual offenses. And it also ensures 
that when these individuals are released from prison that there are sufficient community control 

mechanisms in place so that we can keep tabs on these individuals." 
   "Senator Bradley's bill was inspired by a little girl named Somer Thompson. We sat down with 
Somer's mom to learn a little bit more about Somer's story and why her mom thinks this legislation is 
necessary." 
   "Somer was seven years old and she was a twin. She was walking home from school just less than a 
mile away from here. He - I'm assuming - told her, "Hey come look at my dog" and brought her in the 

house and sexually assaulted her and then murdered her. Drove her body into Fleming Island a little 
bit further and then we found her two days later in the Georgia landfill." 
    The man who killed Somer had actually been turned in to police just months before for child 
pornography and possibly molesting a three year old.  Nothing came of it.  
   Somer's mom, Diena Thompson, says with the right legislation it may not have happened.  
   Since then she's been working with Senator Bradley to get more restrictions and harsher 

punishments for sex offenders.  

   "It's Somer. It's Somer and other children. I want to do everything I can to try to protect some 
other children since I wasn't able to do that with Somer." 
   Senator Bradley says this legislation is vital. 
   "I can't think of anything more important that the government can do than protect its most 
vulnerable." 
   "If it's just one life then I've done something, I've made a difference in the world. But I'm hoping to 
save a lot more than one. But one would suffice." 

 

1/16/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

Just last year -- the state of Florida outlawed the operation of internet cafes.  
 
As GTN's Briana Harper reports - local law enforcement is working to uphold this new law to benefit 
the city.  

Despite the signs advertising for business at what used to be this internet cafe-- the doors are now 
locked.  
Gainesville Police are requesting City Commissioner's approval to prevent any more from opening.  

A statewide crackdown on internet cafes seemed like a step in the right direction-- despite one 
problem.  

GPD Officer. Ben Tobias says, "There was no statewide law enforcement agencies that there were 
going to be able to investigate on these leaving it up to local law enforcement." 



The Police Department requested a 6-month temporary ordinance that would prevent any new 
gambling internet cafes from surfacing.  
"What we've seen is that these cafes are taking advantage of people and like I said the governor 
thought it was an important enough problem to enact a new law so we're just asking for the ability 
and the time to enforcement." 

And at today's city commission meeting GPD's request was unanimously approved.  

 
GPD says they are still continuing to investigate two local internet cafes that have already been shut 
down.  

2/3/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

Problems with evidence in Pensacola may have compromised cases in our area. 35 counties, including 
Alachua, have evidence that could be in jeopardy. GTN's Mayci McLeod has more.  

A chemist at one Florida Department of Law Enforcement lab is suspected of tampering with drug 
evidence, but that could compromise cases right here in Alachua County.  

FDLE Commissioner Gerald Bailey says, "Investigators found that lab submissions with missing 
evidence were processed by one chemist in the FDLE Pensacaola crime laboratory. Criminal 
investigation began, and yesterday that chemist was relieved of all duties."  

The chemist is accused of taking prescription drugs from the evidence and replacing them with over-
the-counter calcium tablets.  

 
Commissioner Bailey says, "The quantities are large. But let me press, it's early in the investigation 
and we don't know if the individual is a user or a trafficker." 

Although the crime took place in the panhandle, it could actually impact the whole state.  
 

Gainesville Police Officer Ben Tobias says, "We use FDLE in Jacksonville, they're close and that's where 
we've sent a lot of our stuff for processing. From time to time, what I've been told, is they get 
backlogged-- like any other agency-- and they send it out to another division. And Jacksonville would 
send some to Pensacola." 

Local State Attorney's Spokesperson, Darryl Lloyd, says this could lead to appeals or even cases being 
thrown out due to the lost evidence.  

 
With 13 cases affected locally, it could impact inmates here at the Alachua County jail. 

 
Officer Tobias says, "We're hoping that our investigative work is done well and not relying on just one 
single piece of evidence." 

So far, officials don't know which cases have been tampered with. The 13 cases identified are within 
Alachua County, but FDLE has not released which agencies handled the arrests.  

Hundreds of cases across the state could be compromised. Starting today, officials from FDLE are 
traveling to 80 law enforcement agencies to examine old evidence.  

3/13/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 



An act of racism has people in one local town  feeling scared tonight GTN's Hailey Holloway is live in 
Union County with more on what is happening there.  

And as it turns out - across other parts of north central Florida as well. Tuesday morning Lake Butler 
residents woke up to these baggies in their yards. Inside them: candy and a letter from the KKK.  

Lake Butler is a small, safe town in Union County where neighbors say everyone gets along.  

But since these letters showed up, they no longer feel safe. They don't even want to be seen on 
camera. 

"Everybody was just, like, overwhelmed. They cannot believe what happened." 

"Right here, there was some up there. There's some people right there." 

"I found mine in my yard. And when I found it, I didn't like it." 

"So I go to reading it, go to reading it, go to reading it, go to reading it. Hmm. Ok, this is how they 
really feel." 

LETTER: "Wake up, white America. Stop allowing third world savages to walk all over our people. 
Never, never apologize for being white. Call now." 

"And if you called the hotline, oh my goodness when you call the hotline." 

HOTLINE: "The loyal white knights of the Ku Klux Klan, the largest clan in America. Look out n*****, 
the Klan is getting bigger. If you're white and proud, join the crowd, join the loyal white knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan. Always remember, if it ain't white, it ain't right. White power." 

"Then it says, 'fight for your child's future.' I have kids, this is not fighting for my child's future, at all." 

"It scares me. To know that they was in my neighborhood, in my yard, where not just only my kids 
live, other peoples kids live. It is scary." 

But this is not an isolated incident - these bags are being found across north central Florida. 

"When I called to the Sheriff's department they said that Union County isn't the only count that 
received these letters. It was Alachua, it was Bradford and it was Columbia." 

"Putting this out there, letting everybody know that you don't want to get along ain't gonna solve no 
problems in the world." 

"Something's got to be done about this." 

BUSINESS 

1/15/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

Whether it's a caffeine fix in the morning or you can't make it to the grocery store, Gainesville 
residents are turning to convenience. In an effort to optimize study time and prevent standing in line, 
a couple Gainesville start-ups have a new idea for getting what you need. 



Go-Joe is a company founded by two UF students with a new take on coffee delivery. 
 
One of the founders, Marcus Calpakis, says, "We will deliver to you in--the average is under seven 
minutes. The guy texts you and lets you know he's outside your classroom and he pours you a cup of 

coffee, hands it to you, hands you cream and sugar, and you pay through the credit card. But in the 
future we're going to have an application on the I-phone, where you pay through the app, you tip 
through the app, you order through the app." 

The service costs $3.30, plus tip. And convenience is a trend many businesses are moving toward.  
 
Calpakis says,"Not just coffee, but have books delivered to you, have groceries delivered to you. The 
whole convenience factor has really exploded in the service industry." 

 
Also looking to cater to that want for convenience is Lazy Delivery which was developed while thinking 
of students who have difficulty traveling off campus. 

 
Lazy Delivery CFO Marc Charbel says, "There's a gap in Gainesville and we see that mainly in students 
who don't have cars that move here, parents that want to make sure their children are getting the 

nutrition that they need so they can place the order for their students and we deliver it to them, and 
mainly also we see the gap for busy parents a lot of busy moms who want to spend the extra time 
either at work or with their kids." 

Lazy Delivery customers place the order online with specific items they want from the grocery store 
and choose whether they want the items delivered within the hour or at a scheduled time in the 
future.  

2/12/14  5:30, 6 & 11PM 

Gainesville leaders want to keep tech talent local. GTN's Hailey Holloway has more on the city's new 
strategy to grow the technology sector.  

   "The new currency in economic development is talent. And Gainesville has talent." 
   Tim Giuliani is the president and CEO of the Gainesville Area Chamber of Commerce and he says the 
chamber wants to keep that talent. 
   "Instead of these graduates being educated here and then feeling the need to leave to go to a 

bigger market, we're trying to create that environment right here in Gainesville so that talent stays 

here locally and produces companies locally. And we can grow our economy, instead of just educating 
students and sending them our into the world to go build other economies." 
   So the chamber is creating a Technology Council.  
   It's a combination of leaders from Gainesville tech companies like Grooveshark and Starter Space to 
provide expertise and resources for new local tech companies so that they want to stay in Gainesville. 
   "It's going to be retaining talent here in the area. It's going to be bringing talent in to our area. It's 

going to be connecting our tech companies to capital, whether it's angel funding or venture capital 
companies. So it's going to bring more resources into the area, it's going to bring more people into the 
area. It's just going to help them do what they can't do themselves." 
   Trendy Entertainment and Paracosm representatives are also on the council. 

 

 

     



Ilene Silverman Show Attachment 

First Quarter 2014 

 

Client: The Ilene Silverman Show  

Title: #379 Catholic Charities 

Air Dates: 1/4/11, 1/11/14 
Guests: 
Laurie Porter – Development Coordinator 
John Barli – Regional Director 
Synopsis: 
This show featured a local charity organization called Catholic Charities. Catholic Charities is 
centered on offering services to those in need. They offer a wide range of services from providing 
backpacks full of food to children to financial advice. Catholic Charities services several counties 
around Northern Florida. Guests discussed their desire to expand into other counties and their 
desire to be able to help a larger amount of individuals.  

 

 

 

Client: The Ilene Silverman Show  

Title: Gainesville Woman’s Club - #385  

Air Dates: 1/18/14, 1/25/14 

Guests: 

Angela Terrell – Fine Arts Instructor – Duval Fine Arts Academy  

Lawson Brown Jr – Principal – Duval Elementary 

Margaret Gilliland – Co-Chairman – Gainesville Woman’s Club 

Rhea Skaggs – Music Director – Duval Elementary 

Synopsis: 

This featured the Gainesville Woman’s Club.  The club highlighted an upcoming event titled “Knockback, 
an Original 40s Radio Show.”  Proceeds from the event go to help the arts programs at Duval Elementary 
School.  The event featured several speakers who tell a story as they would in the 1940’s.  The show also 
featured guests from Duval Elementary School.  These guests discussed the needs for the arts in schools. 

 

 



Client: The Ilene Silverman Show  

Title: Paws on Parole - #386 

Air Dates: 2/1/14, 2/8/14 

Guests: 

Hilary Hynes – Public Education Program Coordinator – Paws on Parole. 

Synopsis: 

This show featured Paws on Parole.  The mission for Paws on Parole is to pair rescue dogs with prison 
inmates.  These inmates then work with the dogs and train the dogs so families can adopt them.  Hilary 
explained how both the dogs and the inmates benefit from the social interaction.  She also explained 
how people can donate and become involved in the charity. 

 

 

Client: The Ilene Silverman Show  

Title: Rahma Mercy Clinic - #384 

Air Dates: 2/15/14, 
Guests 
Dr Ibrahim Faruqi – Medical Director – Rahma Mercy Clinic 
Kenny Wang – Volunteer Coordinator – Rahma Mercy Clinic 
Livia Sura – Clinical Coordinator – Rahma Mercy Clinic 
Mustafa Ahmed – Member – Board of Directors – Rahma Mercy Clinic 
Renee Zenaida – Former Patient – Rahma Mercy Clinic 
Shimaa Ghonim – Clinical Pharmacist – Rahma Mercy Clinic 
Synopsis: 
This show featured a local clinic titled The Rahma Mercy Clinic. Rahma Mercy is a health clinic that 
provides patient care to patients free of charge. The clinic is founded around the Muslim faith but 
open to anyone. Guests discussed the process for using the clinic and the requirements for receiving 
free treatment. One former patient described the care she received at the clinic as the best care 
she’s received in her adult life.  

 

Client: The Ilene Silverman Show  

Title: City of Gainesville Cultural Affairs - #387 

Air Dates: 2/22/14, 3/1/14 

Guests: 

Russell Etling – Interim Manager of Cultural Affairs – City of Gainesville Cultural Affairs Dept. 

Synopsis: 



This show featured the City of Gainesville Cultural Affairs department.  Russell Etling, the cities Interim 
Manager discussed the upcoming events that the city has planned.  He featured the popular downtown 
music series.  The series is a weekly gathering in the downtown community plaza that features local 
music acts.  Russell also discussed a new walking tour that has been installed at Gainesville’s older 
cemetery.  Guests can go to the cemetery and use their cell phones to learn about the history of the 
cemetery.  

 

Client: The Ilene Silverman Show  

Title: Splendor: New York Nights - #388 

Air Dates: 3/8/14, 3/15/14, 3/22/14 

Guests: 

Cherie Fine – President – UF Friends of Music 

John Reger – President – Friends of School of Theatre and Dance 

Scott Wilson – Director – UF Jazz Bands 

Synopsis: 

This show featured guests discussing a fundraising event titled “Splendor: New York Nights.”  The event 
takes place on March 29th, 2014 and the proceeds benefit the academic performing arts programs at the 
University of Florida College of Performing Arts.  The event featured Broadway type music performances 
from various students from the University.  Guests discussed how people can buy tickets for the event 
and the various sponsorship opportunities. 

 

 

 

 

Client: The Ilene Silverman Show  

Title: #389 

Air Dates: 3/29/14, 4/5/14 

Guests: 

Stella Sung – Composer- The Red Silk Thread 

Dr. Anthony Offerle – Director of Opera – University of Florida 

Alexandra Flinn-Vivas – Performer – The Red Silk Thread 



Synopsis: 

This show featured the University of Florida Performing Arts Center.  The show discussed an upcoming 
performance titled “The Red Silk Thread.”  The Red Silk Thread is a musical featuring several acts taking 
place at various locations around the world.  Guests explained new technological advances they are 
using to make the performance for interactive.  The show also featured the event’s composer, Stella 
Sung.  She discussed how the musical came to be and explained the process from getting the 
performance from conception. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


